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SAFARI LTD® RELEASES
HIGHLY ANTICIPATED 2018 TOYS!
Miami (November 10, 2017) Safari Ltd® is proud to unveil their 2018 collection, featuring nearly a hundred new offerings across its many collections. Their new Toys That Teach® continue the same tradition of quality in place for over three
decades – releasing hand-painted, incredibly detailed and authentic figures with an emphasis on teaching children about
the importance of nature and its conservation through the joy of play.
Additionally, for the first time ever, their mascot – Bernie the Alligator – is being released in the flesh (or plastic, as the case
may be). This fantastic figure showcases Bernie’s distinctive enthusiasm and fun-loving attitude, and makes a great addition
to any SafariFan’s collection. “We’re so excited for our 2018 new product line-up,” says CEO Alexandre Pariente. “There’s
really something here for every SafariFan. I’m especially excited for our new dinosaurs and prehistoric figures.”
Newly Discovered Dinos
Continuing their practice of being on the leading edge of dinosaur collectibles with their award-winning figures, Safari Ltd®’s 2018 Prehistoric World collection features dinosaurs that have only recently been revealed to the world by
paleontologists. These include the bird-like Anzu wyliei, formally described in 2014, and the mighty horned dinosaur
Regaliceratops, which was described in 2015.
Additionally, 2018 marks the return of some prehistoric fan favorites, including brand new versions of Dimetrodon,
Amargasaurus, Ankylosaurus, and the iconic Triceratops. A new Malawisaurus rounds out the reptiles, but that’s not all:
Safari is also introducing a plethora of new prehistoric mammal figures that are sure to please SafariFans, including the
American Mastodon, Daeodon, Hyaenodon, Uintatherium, Macrauchenia, and Megacerops.
Spotlighting Endangered Animals
Three of Safari Ltd®’s 2018 figures focus on critically endangered animals who are in dire need of drastic action before
they disappear. The Wild Safari® Sea Life Vaquita Porpoise, Wild Safari® Sumatran Rhino, and Wildlife Wonders™ Florida
Panther all represent species that face extinction unless serious efforts are undertaken to ensure their survival.
Though Florida Panthers are slowly increasing in numbers, there are still only about 200 in the wild. The Sumatran Rhino
isn’t quite as lucky, with fewer than 100 believed to be roaming the rainforests and swamps of Sumatra and Borneo. The
Vaquita’s situation is even scarier – there may only be 30 of these beautiful porpoises left in the Gulf of
California, making it one of the rarest cetaceans - and indeed one of the rarest animals - in the world.
Safari has recreated these amazing creatures in exacting detail, to teach new generations about the
importance of wildlife conservation.
New Figures Large & Small
Their scaled figure collections, Incredible Creatures® and Wildlife Wonders®, both get some
amazing additions for 2018, including a Spiny Lobster with details that more than live up to
the “Incredible” label, and a Jaguar whose paint job is truly a “Wonder” to behold in person.
Safari is also expanding its popular pocket-sized Good Luck Minis® with a number of new offerings focused on sea life, including Hammerhead Sharks, Reef
Squids, Moray Eels, Blue Tangs and an updated Jellyfish. Other highlights
include Waving Cats, Tortoises, Black Widows, Toucans, Hummingbirds,
Barn Owls, and a mini version of Safari Ltd®’s very own Gnorman the
Gnome®!
There’s more gnome love to be found in the Gnome Family Designer
TOOB®. The new Zombies Super TOOB® is also a treat, with incredibly
detailed zombie mini-figures that will add extra spookiness to this year’s
Halloween decorations.
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Myths and Monsters
In addition to their authentic wildlife and prehistoric offerings, Safari’s 2018 product range introduces several new Mythical Realms figures, including the monstrous Leviathan that makes a perfect sea-dwelling counterpart to last year’s
Behemoth figure.
Meanwhile, Safari’s Dragons collection thunders on with the fearsome Thorn
Dragon, the extraterrestrial Alien Dragon, the rotund Puff Dragon, the bearlike Arctic Dragon, and the playful Gnome Dragon. Safari is also introducing another paired Dragon combo in the vein of our Love and Baby Love
Dragons, with the Ocean Dragon and Baby Ocean Dragon. This loving
mother and child set perfectly complement each other and are sure to
be the centerpiece of many fans’ display shelves.
Wild Safari Wildlife® on Land, Sea & Air
Safari Ltd® continues to create amazing figures for their Wild Safari® Sea Life line, including more toothy sharks! This year sees the
release of the Lemon Shark, Whitetip Reef Shark and Gray Reef Shark, as well as an all new Manta Ray in a feeding pose.
A Sei Whale figure will also join Safari’s other gentle giants of the sea, while a Leopard Seal figure provides a new predator to pester your penguin figures.
Rounding out the 2018 Wild Safari toys are new additions in the North American Wildlife series, including a Porcupine,
an American Desert Hare, a Muskox, and an updated Bison figure. The Wild Safari® Wildlife and Wings of the World
collections also get some love with a Pygmy Hippo, the tusked Babirusa, a Long Eared Owl and a Peregrine Falcon.
Down on the Farm
Finally, Safari’s beloved Farm, Best in Show and Winner’s Circle lines are all getting some new additions. Farm highlights
include two new sheep figures (one black and one white), the unique Ongole Cow, and an updated Texas Longhorn
Bull. The Best in Show collection adds a regal Siamese Cat and adorable Gray Tabby Cat, as well as Boxer and Poodle
dog breeds.
Meanwhile, the renowned Winner’s Circle adds some of its best horses yet, including a Friesian Mare, a Tinker, a Morgan
Stallion, and Przewalski’s Horse, the only truly wild horse left in the world.
Safari Ltd® figures are known for being authentic and accredited Toys That Teach®, providing amazing sculpts and handpainted details, and 2018 is no exception. Find all of these awesome new offerings at safariltd.com!
About Safari Ltd®
Safari Ltd® is an American owned, family operated manufacturer of hand-painted scientifically accurate Toys That
Teach®, based in Miami Lakes, Florida. Their mission is to teach children the importance of nature and its conservation
through the joy of play. The company’s products can be found in aquariums, zoos, and museums all over the world. Offerings include scientifically accurate figurines based on wildlife, farm animals, prehistoric creatures, and dragons and
other fantastical beings. Safari Ltd®’s goal is to provide educational products that allow fans young and old to Discover
the Frontiers of Their Imaginations®.
Safari Ltd® is also dedicated to conservation efforts across the globe, and has contributed to several philanthropic organizations including the MOTE Marine Laboratory, Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden, the Humane Society of Greater
Miami, the Loggerhead Marinelife Center, the Nature Conservancy, National Eagle Center and the Sierra Club.
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